Two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as graphene and transition metal dichalcogenide nanosheets, have aroused enormous research interest over the past decade, because of their unique physical and chemical properties that are correlated to their atomic-scale thickness and 2D dimension [1−10]. The practical potential of 2D materials has been exploited and successfully demonstrated in various applications, such as electronics, optoelectronics, catalysis, energy storage devices and so on [1−4,11−18].
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The combination of 2D materials and other functional structures to form hybrid architectures is promising in achieving enhanced properties and creation of new functions [19, 20] . To date, hybrid materials that integrate 2D materials and inorganic crystals with desirable properties have been explored extensively, where different nanostructures of metals, metal oxides, or metal chalcogenides have been in-situ deposited on the surface of 2D materials. Especially, the orientation and surface alignment of deposited structures can be strongly affected by the crystalline lattice of 2D substrate via epitaxial growth. For example, noble metals like Pt, Pd and Ag nanostructures have been successfully deposited on MoS 2 nanosheets via solution-phase epitaxial growth [21] . Additionally, semiconductor crystals have also been epitaxially deposited on 2D substrates via solid [22, 23] or liquid-phase [24] preparation routes to yield different heterostructures. For example, GaAs thin film was deposited on pristine graphene via metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) [23] . The graphene substrate also acted as electrode in the obtained GaAsbased light emitting diode (LED), which can be readily transferred to any foreign substrate, such as glass, plastic and metal.
Compared with inorganic nanostructures, controlled growth of organic molecular crystals on 2D substrates has been less explored. In fact, driven by the rapid development of organic optoelectronics, great effort has been devoted to the vapor-phase deposition of organic thin films with high chemical purity, structural precision, and controllable thickness down to single-molecular level [25] . Such depo-sition requires highly crystalline substrates with clean surface, such as graphite, mica, Si(111) and NaCl(001). Similar to these bulk crystalline substrates, 2D crystals of layered materials can also guide organic molecules to assemble into well-ordered structures via van der Waals interactions. In the past few years, mechanically exfoliated graphene or chemical vapor deposited (CVD) graphene have been used to realize the surface assembly of organic semiconducting molecules [26, 27] and oriented growth of covalent organic framework (COF) thin films [28] . Importantly, the van der Waals 2D substrate can enable the formation of atomically well-defined interface with organic materials for further applications [29] . This is critically essential for the development of organic electronic and optoelectronic devices.
In a recent demonstration by He et al. [30] , dioctylbenzothienobenzothiophene (C 8 -BTBT) crystals were epitaxially grown on graphene with precisely controlled thickness down to monolayer to prepare vertical organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) (Fig. 1) . As suggested by discrete Fourier transform (DFT) calculations, the formation of large-area continuous single-layer C 8 -BTBT on graphene is energetically favored. Importantly, the charge transport in graphene is not significantly affected by the deposited C 8 -BTBT layer, suggesting that the organic semiconducting crystal can be regarded as quasi-freestanding with minimal disturbance from the substrate. In the same study, monolayer C 8 -BTBT molecular crystal was also deposited epitaxially on hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) to prepare a planar OFET, which showed record-high carrier mobility up to 10 cm 2 V −1 s −1 , due to the atomically smooth interface and weak van der Waals interaction between h-BN and C 8 -BTBT [30] . In another similar report, Lee et al. [31] demonstrated the epitaxial growth of crystalline film of rubrene on h-BN. The formation of atomically sharp interface with low charge trap density between rubrene and h-BN, combined with the use of pristine graphene as the van der Waals electrical contacts with low contact resistance led to high carrier mobilities up to 11.5 cm 2 V −1 s −1 (Fig. 2) , which is comparable to that of freestanding single- The aforementioned examples suggest that graphene and other van der Waals 2D materials, such as h-BN and metal oxides, offer a new type of substrate for high-quality epitaxial growth of various organic semiconductor films for flexible electronic and optoelectronic devices. One of the key challenges in this promising field is the difficulty in the preparation of large-area single-crystal 2D substrate. Although CVD-based method can produce large area of 2D crystals, the defects and grain boundaries are inevitable, which can cause the disorder/defects in the deposited molecular crystalline films and lead to the deterioration of device performance. Besides, the characterization of thin layer molecular crystals requires special and expensive instruments, such as X-ray diffraction with a synchrotron light source and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), which are not easily accessible in common laboratories. Nevertheless, van der Waals heterostructures that combine molecular crystals and 2D materials are believed to bring about more exciting research outcomes in the near future.
